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Comments on NTTF Recommendation 1
Stephen Maloney
August 11,2013

The Commission's "near-term" response to Fukushima is long overdue.
It's been more than two years since the accident. Likely, more years will pass before
modifications associated with the "near-term" effort are actually implemented. If history is
any guide, many "fixes" will simply not happen at all. The Commission moves at "glacial
speed" and doesn't always do what it says it will do.
The Commission's tolerance of nuclear risk is implied by its actions.
Phrases like "defense-in-depth" sound great but risk and safety cannot be substantiated in a
regulatory framework that trades in "credit" for things done, industry initiatives, and mean
core damage frequency (CDF) estimated with unvalidated probabilistic models of
enumerated event sequences (PRA). Without an immutable currency based on risk
tolerance standards, the value of such "credits" can become very elastic.
These comments about Fukushima could just as easily apply to the near-term action plan
the Staff prepared after the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI). So much of the
present is a replay of the distant past. Arguably, had NRC done what it said it would do after
TMI, the revised safety standards set in the US might have diffused to Japan over the years.
Certainly, there would not be a need for much work today.
That is speculation, of course. Without the ability to measure the risk to public health and
safety, who can really say what nuclear safety really is?
Meanwhile, plants sharing the risk factors so evident at Fukushima continue operating with
no evidence of any change. Those risk factors include:
(1) continued reliance on judgment and "most probable" estimates of hazards in specifying
protection against seismic and tsunamievents
(2) "grandfathered" safety requirements (e.g., the SEP plants), in lieu of compliance with all
aspects of the current Standard Review Plant (SRP) and regulatory guides (note: in these
comments, "safety standards" refer to the SRP, regulatory guides and branch technical
positions)
(3) single point vulnerabilities embedded in "as-built" configurations significantly deviating
from each reactor's design basis ("as-designed" or "design basis reconstitution
documents"), or safety standards
(4) plants with small containments susceptible to early failure in the event of loss of
containment cooling and DHR capabilities (e.g., Mark I, Mark II, ice condensers, and
sub-atmospheric designs)

(5) single point vulnerabilities and correlated failure (dependent failure) potential in
long-term decay heat removal capability for the reactor core, containment, and spent fuel
pool.
Fukushima Action - A Revisit of the TMI Action Plan and USI A-45
In Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Recommendation 1, NRC solicits comments about topics
ancillary to the obvious and, true to form, focuses on process. Summarizing those
questions:
(1) how should NRC deal with events not contemplated by the highly scripted "design basis
accident" (DBA) that is the primary focus of 10 CFR Part 50
(2) how to square the circle around the "defense-in-depth" assumption, the single failure
criterion in DBA, and the hard reality that multiple failures and operator errors are part and
parcel of reactor accidents, and
(3) how industry initiatives fit into the regulatory framework and NRC programs for
managing compliance and enforcement?
These questions merit attention. This is not the first time they've been raised. Should they
now merit "near-term" attention ahead of the obvious risk factors?
Risk management is a betting game. One can hope this decision to focus on process rather
than the obvious is "risk-informed", drawing on accurate and reliable estimates of the
hazards of continuing to operate high risk plants unchanged.
The Commission's interest in regulatory process no doubt arises because Fukushima did
not cleanly proceed down the path described in the DBAs. This accident involved the loss of
decay heat removal DHR capability. So why not narrowly focus its near-term process
question on the DHR issue?
The Commission should be familiar with this scenario when it closed Unresolved Safety
Issue (USI) A-45, "Decay Heat Removal"? This resolution neatly touches all three questions
associated with NTTF Recommendation 1 Activities:
(1) USAI A-45 required the Commission to look beyond DBAs
(2) USI A-45 considered the defense-in-depth question
(3) the resolution of USI A-45 involved an industry initiative.
At this point in time, NRC has two strikes at DHR resolution having swung and missed both
times. The first strike occurred in 1979 when NRC declared "Residual Heat Removal
Requirements" as resolved. The basis cited was that enhancements had been specified in
the revised Standard Review Plan (see "NRC Annual Report to Congress 1979",
NUREG-0690, page 66). Of course, without considering the relationship between RHR and
the SRP, that "resolution" statement would be true ifthe SRP was actually backfit on
operating plants without grandfathering or exemptions. In any case, USI A-45 reopened the
issue in 1980. The last time is was "resolved", unvalidated IPEEE models and subjective

judgments in "walkdowns" was the basis for that "resolution".
Maybe three is charmed.
If the Commission prefers to whistle past the graveyard about USI A-45 and rephrase the
question in the broadest sense, so be it.
That brings us back to the core elements of the safety standards: DBAs, single failure, and
defense-in-depth - the "rules of the DBA game". Fukushima didn't play by these rules. Or
perhaps NRC safety standards ignore real life which generally has no rules.
In the bizarro-world of DBAs, safety standards assume a single active failure in considering
the DBA set. Safety standards also give "credit" to the ineffable "defense-in-depth" that
legend has permeating nuclear safety standards like an ether, and working in its mysterious
way to limit cascading effects from taking out multiple layers of redundancy.
The mathematical equivalent for the defense-in-depth hypothesis is correlated failure rates
converge to zero before one runs out of defense layers. Or, in the core physics metaphor,
the hypothesis works if the correlated failure rates don't go "supercritical".
But if cascading failures can pierce the defensive layers, "defense-in-depth" collapses into
what is probably really is: a mere marketing slogan used to sell nuclear safety - not unlike
"whiter whites, brighter brights" when selling laundry detergent. Fortunately, the Federal
Trade Commission doesn't take up the question of truth in advertising in matters of selling
nuclear safety.
Exploring defense-in-depth requires measurable standards, not an updated taxonomy of
events. Taxonomies can easily overspecify problems and create far more degrees of
freedom than needed or data can reliably support. "More" may work when selling wireless
telecommunications service. It doesn't necessarily mean more nuclear safety.
At Fukushima, multiple failures occurred due to nonzero correlations among equipment
failures and high correlation with the precipitating event: the mis-specification of the
seawall height.
One point of view is this mis-specification occurred due to a sophomoric level of
understanding of statistical evidence. Or, perhaps the engineers didn't even consider data
and statistics, and simply went with their gut- subjective judgement - in assessing (not
computing) the exposure to a large tsunami in Japan.
Let's repeat that to highlight why we are talking about defense-in-depth: subjective
judgment was used to specify the exposure to tsunamis in Japan - among the world's most
seismically active regions with more data than many places of the world about a subject
geophysicists acknowledge is difficult to predict.
Two of the activities proposed under NTTF Recommendation 1 would broaden the design
basis to include these other events and address the potential for multiple correlated failures.
Properly done, the resolution of USI A-45 would have led to just such a rulemaking some
15-20 years ago. Instead, the Commission bought itself an industry initiative. That industry

initiative compressed the IPEEE speculations of "as-designed" plants, supplemented by
engineers with clipboards "walking down" the "as-built" plant and exercising their subjective
judgement - their gut sense of what would be needed. At Fukushima, engineers with
clipboards did a similar "walk-down" of external hazards, and relied on their subjective
judgment of what was needed to protect against a tsunami.
NRC could still reopen A-45 - either in the near-term or immediately after improving its
regulatory process.
It's also not obvious why the NTTF didn't acknowledge what it could not state with
confidence, and simply place the burden of proof directly on those who operate nuclear
power plants. At another time or place, when a regulatory agency might be confronted with
new information raising doubts about the state of compliance with its safety regulations, or
their adequacy, the "near-term" response would be in the form of "show cause" shutdown
orders until such time evidence could be produced to the contrary.
In the present time and place, however, the Commission appears to be where it often finds
itself following a milestone event:
(1) assume plants can continue to operate (adjust their risk tolerance to the current level of
risk) and
(2) expand the already ponderous legal-engineering structure for nuclear licensing.
Certainly, that was done after Browns Ferry, TMI, Chernobyl, 9-11, and other milestone
events. Why should anyone expect anything different today after the catastrophic
destruction of several reactors and their spent fuel pools?
Of course, NRC could also just cut the Gordian Knot.
In that parallel universe where the knot is sliced by the sword, NRC could start transitioning
away from the nuclear licensing opus of legalistic design standards, and embrace the
crisper perspective of nuclear risk management.
Nuclear risk management would introduce principles of contemporary risk management
practices commonly employed outside the "nuclear village" founded on managed processes
of risk and quality control.
Impulse and habit favors the former taxonomic approach that we are all familiar with. The
Commission's mandate demands the latter.
Comment Summary
These comments address the following points before coming to NTTF Recommendation 1:
(1) Protecting the Public Health and Safety: what NRC's charter directs the agency to do
(2) Actuary to the Federal Government for Nuclear Risk matters: NRC needs to focus on
site-specific public health and economic consequences in all its near-term efforts, including
Recommendation 1

(3) Need for Nuclear Risk Management practices: NRC's near-term efforts should
incorporate risk management practices to provide measurable and reliable improvements in
nuclear risk
(4) Adequacy of NRC safety standards and industry compliance: before NRC pursues design
basis extensions, it should first compel verbatim compliance with current safety standards,
without exception or exemption
(5) NTTF Recommendation 1 Activity: if NRC insists on these activities, two general
comments merit consideration:
(a)
NRC should focus its design bases extensions and "defense-in-depth" review on
single point vulnerabilities and correlated failures in as-built designs, and
NRC should ensure (i) sustainability and reliability of industry initiatives, and (ii) such
(b)
proposals be treated as a proposed rulemaking so as to provide opportunity for meaningful
public comment and a consistent basis for managing risk to the public health and safety.
Protecting the Public Health and Safety
Let's review the relationship between the Commission's charter and the three activities
associated with NTTF Recommendation 1.
Congress mandated the Commission protect the public health and safety. In its wisdom,
Congress also left it to the agency to determine just what that means. For almost 60 years,
the agency struggled with that definition. Not even Moses wandered through the wilderness
that long.
Instead of focusing on the genesis problem - defining protection of the public health safety the Commission and its predecessors went right to defining a solution: specifying design
criteria that might prevent or mitigate the consequences of a defined set of accidents.
Back then, the nuclear industry was in "jump-start". Construction permits had been filed.
Plants were going to be built. The industry needed to know how the plants were to be built.
With both advocacy and regulating missions, Atomic Energy Commission wasn't going to let
defining risk get in the way of advancing centrally planned policies to help an emergent
nuclear industry anyway it can.
With its focus on specifying design standards so plants could be rapidly built, the regulatory
staff became Chief Designer for the nuclear industry.
Since nuclear risk tolerance standards were never specified, nuclear safety standards
became plastic if not amorphous, even after formal documentation emerged. They would
forever adapt to industry constraints by exemptions, grandfathering, cost-benefit analysis,
and exceptions by interpretation.
This plasticity made predictable the nuclear debate that followed.
The flood of design reviews that followed Browns Ferry, the Mark I Containment Program,
Equipment Qualification, and the TMI Action Plan inflicted a stream of backfits on operating
reactors. With unclear and at times competing safety objectives, the industry sought

rationalization. The Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) was
formed to promote initiatives substituting operational excellence for design improvements.
NUMARC would eventually be replaced by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) with no change
in mission.
The nuclear industry also wanted a mechanism to control the backfit process. That
mechanism would be a Backfit Rule. But without measurable and reliable risk goals, the
Backfit Rule also constrained the Commission's ability to act in ways then-Commissioner
James Asselstine predicted.
Still, the backfits stopped with the publication of the Station Blackout rule.
In regulating design principles, NRC enumerated a small set of DBAs and a simple set of
assumptions. The TMI action plan considered broadening the DBA set and relaxing the
simplified assumptions. But, that NRC initiative was soon forgotten.
The flagship of NRC's DBA set is the highly-scripted large-break loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). The LOCA scenario contemplated a nonmechanistic pipe break coinciding with the
loss of one safety division while its twin train remains fully operable. That loss was often
labelled the "most limiting single active failure" since it took out an entire safety train in the
LOCA assumptions.
In the DBA world, the best operator is the operator who does nothing. Automatic functions
do all the dirty work of stabilizing the plant. The operators presumably step in when the dust
settles to "mop up".
As Fukushima demonstrates, however, "mopping up" is when things start getting interesting.
How do you "mop up" when a complex accident decay heat continues to be generated and
you don't have at least one train of safety systems to cool containment, the core, and the
spent fuel pool? You commandeer fire trucks and helicopters as "auxiliary operators" when
things get out of hand as happened at both Cernobyl and Fukushima.
Fukushima and other accidents demonstrate long-term core cooling unavailability kills
nuclear power plants. Safety standards are silent about ensuring reliable protection of this
capability.
NEI's press releases claim nuclear plants have defense-in-depth. Risk analysts don't believe
press releases and are skeptical of "defense-in-depth" claims. Not to single out NEI or
defense-in-depth, risk analysts are skeptical of anything lacking empirical or mathematical
basis that can be independently validated to a high level of confidence.
The scripted LOCA that defines nuclear safety is an example of a local optimum. Local
optima often appear when attempting to maximize or minimize an objective function under
one or more constraints. As anyone experienced with optimization knows all too well, there
can be a lot of local optima on any response surface. The trick is demonstrating which local
optima is the global optimum.
Or, as the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) concluded after TMI: the
single failure assumption is not credible.

Actuary to the Federal Government in Nuclear Risk Matters
NRC's public health and safety mission is complemented by its de facto role as "nuclear risk
underwriter" to the Federal Government.
Since the public pays the taxes and otherwise bears the consequences of reactor accidents
that may occur and monetizing debt needed to compensate affected parties, NRC's
responsibilities for protecting the public health and safety also extends to protecting the
public from the economic consequences of a reactor accident.
Perhaps "nuclear catastrophe" would be a better phrase than "reactor accident". At
Fukushima, contamination extends several centimeters into the soil close to the plant and in
certain locations some distance away. Water tables, rivers, and streams are also highly
contaminated and the economic value of nearby fisheries adversely affected. With so much
water stored underground, some are concerned the derelict reactor structures and buildings
at Fukushima may no longer be sound. Certainly, another quake or tsunami in this
seismically active region would complicate the stabilization and extended decommissioning
process.
Fortunately, the bulk of the radionuclide payload went out to sea.
Were a Fukushima to occur on an American river, such as the Mississippi or lesser rivers,
the downstream impacts on cities, farmland, and industrial activity would persist for years
without the benefits Japan enjoyed with an ocean to dilute and distribute contamination.
Under Price-Anderson and associated legislation, NRC is authorized to enact regulations to
ensure financial assurance in the event of an accident up to a specified level of indemnity.
Damages beyond that are capped by Federal law, not unlike the Jones Act for maritime
disasters.
In the event of an accident, licensees rely on financial assurance and insurance to serve as
the most senior tranche against claims and damages. The mutual insurance tranche
provides mezzanine protection. Together, this coverage is a little over $10 billion, sized for a
TMI-accident, a minor event, adjusted for inflation, though not for growing population.
The damages from TMI today would be greater today because the population around TMI is
higher today than 30 years ago - higher around US most reactors, for that matter. More
claims would be expected from a TMI in 2013 because more people and businesses would
be affected.
The indemnity requirements and third-party liability caps of Price-Anderson would be
swamped by a US version of Fukushima.
BP's damages from the Macondo oil spill are currently in the range of $40 billion - just under
4 times the financial assurance requirements of Price-Anderson. Like nuclear licensees,
damages arising from offshore energy exploration and production are capped by Federal
maritime law (the Jones Act).
In the case of the Jones Act, BP waived its Jones Act liability cap, and assumed the liabilities
arising from the Macondo spill. The nuclear industry coud not afford to pay third party

damages for an accident with Macondo-sized damages. Fukushima's damages are -10
times or more the size of Macondo.
A nuclear catastrophe would likely trigger a Federal response that would cost in the range of
the Lehman Brothers collapse, the correlated asset-backed commercial paper freeze of
2007, and the subsequent Panic of 2008. We're talking hundreds of billions of dollars.
They say banks are too big to fail and got that way from moral hazard. The nuclear industry
is not much different.
Consequently, NRC is risk manager and actuary for the Federal Government's nuclear
catastrophe insurance program. It needs to manage the risk of its "policy holders"
(licensees). And, it needs to advise its underwriter (the Federal Government) just what is
potentially out there.
While focusing on Fukushima and reviewing its TMI initiatives related to "design basis
extensions" and "defense-in-depth", the Commission should think carefully about those
responsibilities. The proper way to do so is to look beyond specifying safety requirements
to include a perspective on risk management of nuclear catastrophes.
Need for Nuclear Risk Management Practices
These comments are not the place to fully describe how NRC might complement its safety
standards with a nuclear risk management capacity. However, two elements are worth
mentioning in passing so as to lightly sketch what NRC might reflect upon:
(1)

Risk tolerance and

(2)

Loss distribution curves.

The terms, methods, and practices of risk tolerance and loss distributions are described in
the robust risk management literature that blossomed after the GDC was first published
some 45 years ago. They are discussed in such risk management professional societies as
the Global Association of Risk Professionals (GARP), Professional Risk Management
International Association (PRMIA), and the Society of Actuaries (SOA).
Risk management methods and practice are the subject of of standards managed by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) along with complementary standards
involving quality management (e.g., the ISO-STD-9xxx series)
Risk management practices have found their way into regulations issued by other regulators
including the US Treasury's Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the Federal
Reserve for managing risk among the national banks. The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) administers enterprise risk management programs (ERM) and regulates
risk appetite and risk tolerance standards in corporate governance. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) employs methods to test the sensitivity and specificity of risk
assessment programs used in drug discovery and clinical trials.
OECD nations codified risk management in their banking standards for economic capital,
derivatives exposure and market risk, operational risk, and credit risk.

International solvency regulations for insurance companies employ ERM to manage
exposures, including reinsurance and catastrophe risk. International insurance supervisors
also deal with risk-informed methods in Solvency II and NAIC's modernization efforts.
While not necessarily charged with public health and safety requirements, regulators face
issues familiar to NRC: rare events, sparse data, tail risk and catastrophic events, data
requiring cleansing, and uncertain risk objectives. Unlike NRC, they face these issues
directly as risk matters, rather than by specifying design features or creating event
taxonomies.
In the current era, NRC's statement of its risk tolerance is needed. A similar statement by
licensees and their governance structure is also overdue.
Nuclear accidents present the largest man-made catastrophic exposure. NRC's activities in
risk assessment, design standards, and overseeing nuclear plant operations cannot be
consistent and effective without embracing risk management methods and practices used
outside the nuclear village.
Risk tolerance concepts should not be novel to the Commission. In another era, an informal
sense of risk tolerance related to population density and seismic risk guided siting
regulations (see ACRS, "Report on Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company, 19 February
1964; also ACRS Chairman H. J. Kouts to G. T. Seaborg, 18 November 1964). Thus,
Consolidated Edison Company did not build nukes on its property in New York City as it
originally proposed. Pilgrim Station was located well away from Boston. The nuke
proposed for Malibu in 1967 didn't happen despite efforts to build one there. Bodega Bay did
not get the plant proposed in 1964 due to seismic hazard.
Implied levels of risk tolerance also guided the original seismic regulations, circa 1973.
Bodega Bay and Malibu are important to the history of NRC's Operating Basis Earthquake
and Safe Shutdown Earthquake eventually codified in 10 CFR Part 100 in 1973.
Unless risk tolerance levels are managed, however, anachronistic standards lead to risk
creep. Recall that population densities have grown 2-5 fold since plants were originally
licensed decades ago. Sites once considered remote in 1970 now have neighboring
population densities on par with sites rejected decades ago. The population around Pilgrim
Station, for example, is substantially higher today than 40 years ago when the plant entered
service.
Risk tolerance is not a ratio of expected or mean values - it must explicitly capture and
handle uncertainties characterizing the murky boundaries separating the known from the
unknown. Such distributions are familiar to engineers, from the Service Levels of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46.
NRC's current risk tolerance can be readily inferred from all these considerations, including
its use of mean value CDF estimates. But on that point, why accept estimates of such low
reliability for the accident sequences modeled? Why not take the 95% or 99% confidence
estimate? For the accident sequences modeled and the assumptions employed, they are
more reliable. True, it's not a complete model since the complete universe of sequences
have not been captured. Isn't conservatism a part of the defense-in-depth? Shouldn't

conservatism be a part of a risk tolerance specification?
Risk appetite intersects these distributions parametrically. The Commission has struggled
with this question over the years and attempted to reduce these questions to an ALARA
tradeoff. Such measures are too blunt.
Risk tolerance varies with loss concentrations, and episodic magnitudes. As Daniel
Kahneman explains in his 2002 Nobel Prize lecture, empirical evidence shows utility
maximization does not guide risk decisions or tolerance. Von Neumann, Morgenstern, and
Bernoulli did not have it right. Contemporary work by Tversky, Kahneman and others
demonstrate cost-benefit analyses (including ratios of expected man-rem averted to costs)
are not sound approaches to risk-informed decision-making.
Averted man-rem ratios are certainly not consistent with what the public would consider to
be protecting their health and safety.
Properly constructed, the Commission might quickly observe the public doesn't see risk in
terms of utility maximization or taking ratios of averaged or smoother expecations.
Kahneman and others would explain why the public might not always react to NEI press
releases "as they should" or would if people thought in terms of averted man-rem compared
to the cost the industry must bear (or passed along in rates). People tend to be more
risk-prone when trapped in a catastrophe, less so in the face of low exposure events, and
risk-averse to less frequent events of high exposure. Risk tolerance is a sigmoidal curve.
If the Commission decides to atune to the public's view of protecting their health and safety,
under a Kahneman sigmoidal risk tolerance framework, it needs to configure its risk
tolerance to those who are at risk. The public pays the bills and bears the risk. Shouldn't
NRC align and calibrate its risk tolerance to that point of view?
Employing risk management and risk models does not lead to PRAs or PSAs Even if this
approach is part of the toolkit, the mean value would not serve NRC's mission. After all, a
50% confidence level (mean values) mean the most accurate model would still be wrong at
least half the time. Low reliability models destroy credibility.
Risk models don't have to be engineering models or reliability models. Of course, there is a
time and place for such models along with other approaches. Other agencies routinely use
risk models to deal with matters of uncertainty and trade-offs. For example, FDA regulates
discovery and investigational processes associated with development or new applications
of vaccines, blood and biologic products. These tests rely on the applicant presenting
compelling evidence of the net benefits of that which FDA approval is needed. The
compelling evidence includes standard statistical tests of efficacy, sensitivity, and
specificity dealing with Type I and Type II errors (e.g., through receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) and cumulative accuracy profile (CAP) curves).
OCC faces similar challenges in requiring national banks to model their risk, considering
uncertainties and limited data. They, too, deal with ROC and CAP in assessing the accuracy
and reliability of their risk models. Their design basis (economic capital) is set at the high
confidence limit of performance uncertainty.

While NRC may not employ ROC or CAP, it is not entirely unfamiliar with uncertainties in the
data or how regulation needs to handle conservatism. For DBAs, conservatism is handled
by taking high confidence estimates to encompass uncertainty. ECCS requirements call for a
high level of confidence in dealing with uncertainties in the data (see 10 CFR 50.46). The
ATWS rulemaking also employed high confidence estimates in the accident simulations
informing the rulemaking.
Why isn't everything involving design basis - or even design basis extensions - measured or
specified at the high confidence limit?
It is both necessary and achievable that NRC's near-team program clearly define the
measure of public health and safety sought in the near-term program. For example, it could
be that some reduction in the offsite radiological exposures from an accident, estimated at
the 95% upper confidence bound for those plants subject to the program.
Such estimates could be associated with specific accident sequences, if that makes for a
more manageable framework. Or, they could be associated with certain classes of
accidents (e.g., high-energy releases early in the transient). Alternatively, the Commission
could scale the desired safety benefits to the population density offsite reflecting the reality
that the public's risk appetite is lower for events with more concentrated effects than those
that are dispersed.
The Near-term Program Must Consider Site-Specific Risk to the Public Health and Safety
If the agency is to fulfill its mission(s), it must first confront what it has failed to confront all
these years: measures of risk to the public health and safety at each reactor site.
Managing risk to the public health and safety is a real-time process to be managed in
real-time:
(1) specifying the risk tolerance curve(s) associated with public health and safety
(2) defining requirements to be met by individual licensees and to provide the Commission
reasonable assurance of remaining within the specified levels of risk tolerance for
site-specific exposures for periods between measurement updates
(3) measuring in near real-time the exposure (risk) associated with operating nuclear power
plants, and identifying risk tolerance outlier circumstances
(4) through meaningful compliance and enforcement programs, assessing the state of
compliance and taking appropriate action to maintain the operating fleet within the risk
appetite envelope for their respective population zones.
Design basis requirements may fall out from this specification but they are merely means to
an end. Such requirements must reflect the details of each plant, including design features,
single point vulnerabilities, population density and operating experience.
Correspondingly, beyond-design basis needs to first consider two distinct aspects:
(1) the adequacy of NRC's safety standards in defining a design basis, and

(2) the risk associated with deviations or gaps between as-built plants and (a) its own
design basis requirements ("as-designed"), and (b) NRC's current safety standards.
Adequacy of NRC Safety Standards and Industry Compliance
Before NRC considers design basis extensions, it should first require verbatim compliance
with its safety standards while employing a conservative treatement of uncertainties.
What happened in Japan could have happened here. Consider how "grandfathered"
requirements can make a plant increasingly fragile to hazards whose likelihood of
occurrence may be growing daily, as much as its offsite population density continues to
grow.
In Japan, a US design plant, built to US standards (circa 1960s with some upgrades),
"grandfathered" to safety requirements, reliant in many ways on engineering judgment in
specifying safety standards, was struck down by a very foreseeable event.
In Japan, the foreseeable event was an earthquake with a severity in excess of Magnitude 8
and the corresponding tsunami. The seawall height was specified based on judgment, not
statistics. How often does that happen in the US not just with tsunamis but a host of plant
areas?
Simple statistics should have trumped such judgment. The Sanriku coast has regularly
seen earthquakes with energies at Magnitude 8 or higher along with massive tsunamis:
Year

Magnitude

Epicenter

Tsunami Peak Wave

1611

8.1

N39.0 E144.4

15-25 meters

1793

8.4

N38.5 E144.5

4-5 meters

1896

8.0

N39.5 E144.0

28.7 meters

1933

8.1

N39.2 E144.5

38.2 meters

This data is from two sources:
(1) Imamura, A. 1934: Past Tsunamis of the Sanriku Coast, Japanese J. Astronomy &
Geophysics 11, 79-93
(2) Sawai, Y., Fuji, Y.,.Fujiwara, 0., Kamataki, T., Komatsubara, J., Okamura, Y., Satake, K.,
Shishikura, M., 2008: Marine incursions of the past 1500 years and evidence of tsunamis at
Suijin-numa, a coastal lake facing the Japan Trench, The Holocene, 18, 4, 517-528
The mean interrarrival time for these 5 events is 107.33 years with a sample standard
deviation of 72.6. That puts things close to a 70% probability of a Magnitude 8+ event
occurring once every 35 and 192 years. For a plant operating some 50 years, that's taking
quite a chance.
The average peak wave height was 21.47 meters with a sample standard deviation of 15
meters.

The March 11, 2011 event occurred 78 years after the 1933 event, only 6 years off the mean
interarrival time. The wave height was well within historic ranges.
The tsunami was a little late from the best estimate occurrence for events of this class. Less
than 10% off-schedule. But that train arrived pretty much on time. Parking on an active
railroad makes for getting hit a simple matter of time.
Ground zero for the multi-unit Fukushima accident was the oldest reactor, a plant
constructed before the GDC, bristling with single point vulnerabilities, and reliant on
protective measures ignorant of the very predictable seismic and tsunami risk. Other plants
at risk of losing onsite, alternative, and emergency power systems to their decay heat
removal systems.
Had Japanese engineers used the high confidence estimate for interarrival time and peak
wave height, Fukushima might be operating today. Or, perhaps, not at all if considered
during early planning.
Unit l's fragility increased the risk to other units on site.
In the US, how many equally fragile reactors sit adjacent its newer plants? You wouldn't
know it from reading a plant's FSAR that under NRC safety standards DBAs have no impacts
anywhere else on site. The sister plants might as well be 1000 miles away.
NRC's lessons-learned program might consider whether its nuclear safety requirements fail
to detect the obvious. One such example is where assumptions about its nuclear safety
requirements may not be substantiated. For example:
(1) the extent to which as-built plants conform to as-designed specifications
(2) the extent to which redundant safety systems in as-built plants are truly independent for
a wide range of external and accident events, or where reactors at multi-unit sites are truly
independent of adjacent reactors
(3) the true nature of design conservatism - the extent to which as-built plants employ high
confidence estimates in specifying key design parameters.
Near-term Program needs to test design assumptions and consider correlated failures
For any given plant, what is the design basis that provides the iumping-off point in defining
a design basis extension?
If NRC is serious about looking beyond the design basis, it might first reflect upon what is
the design basis for an as-designed plant and how the as-built plant truly conforms with
as-designed. This can be measured through statistical sampling, again taken at the high
confidence limit.
Next, the Commission might reflect on the prospect that safety system reliability and
independence assumptions may be nonconservative both in theory and in local
interpretation. Either way, such independence is in need of validation. Simply because
pumps and values are in different rooms, powered by different EDGs, and labeled "A" and "B"

doesn't necessarily mean they are truly independent from a wide range of events.
The safe shutdown analyses of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R underscore the differences between
as-built and as-designed. Electrical conduit and small bore piping tend to be field-routed.
Regulatory Guide 1.75 separation often collapsed to situations where redundant division
cable trays running in parallel with barely a few feet of separation. In many cases, redundant
divisions jumped trays resulting in commingling of both divisions.
Commingling was quite common in plants designed in the 1960s and constructed in the
early 1970s. Such commingling was first raised during the ACRS review of Diablo Canyon in
1967. Those questions were subsequently raised at the construction permit review of Prairie
Island (see Okrent, D. 1981: "Nuclear Reactor Safety: On the History of the Regulatory
Process", University of Wisconsin Press, pp. 237-243). If they were merely raised in 1967,
how many plants well into design and construction at that time or soon thereafter? How
many were grandfathered to simple standards?
It should also be no surprise compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.75 leaves room for a wide
range of interpretations in routing cable trays. In the case of conduit that is field routed,
there is little evidence Regulatory Guide 1.75 was considered in even the loosest sense.
Safe shutdown is a far simpler exercise than responding to certain reactor accidents that
begin with a major external event. Under Appendix R, many plants rely on alternate
shutdown systems (ASD) because they could not deal with colocation issues rampant in
plant designs.
Decapitation is an important element of ASD systems. To preclude the potential for
correlated failures (e.g., hot shorts and system interactions), so-called "kill switches" disable
the control room (decapitation) and many only plant systems. The operators retreat to an
ASD panel where a limited set of controls and instrumentation gets the plant to hot
shutdown.
Real life accidents continue into a decay heat removal phase. Many ASDs lack access to
those systems.
The resolution of USI A-45 did not involve an "Appendix R Safe Shutdown Study"
encompassing scenarios, detailed separation analysis, and assessment of post-accident
DHR scenarios and requirements.
A hypothetical "Fukushima Scenario DHR Analysis" might constitute a "beyond design
basis" study but it's not obvious that is the direction NRC is going or should be.
The point is, what is the "design basis" for any given plant that NRC envisions as the
jumping-off point to "beyond design basis"?
Whatever NRC has in mind, one point is clear post-Fukushima: "grandfathering" safety
requirements to another era needs to end.
Before NRC attempts to sail into the "beyond design basis" world, it would be well served to
recalibrate the industry to the current set of requirements for that design basis.

Design Basis Extensions: Correlated and dependent failures
Like TMI, Fukushima highlights the importance of dependent failures (serially correlated
events that disable safety functions) in extended accident scenarios.
Safety standards that define the design basis in safety standards assume that system
independence is achievable by design. Dependent or serially correlated failures are
assumed away in the DBA by complying industry standards (e.g., IEEE) or with NRC
requirements.
Even if it is possible to ensure independence to 100% confidence, often the independence is
corrupted or defeated by fragility to external events or operator action. The fabled sea-wall
is an example of where a single failure failure in the face of the anticipated tsunami can
disable multiple safety systems.
Taking the fission analog into failure analysis, the single point vulnerability goes "critical" for
cascading effects rippling through the plant.
In the Station Blackout rulemaking, the risk analysis I performed for the Nuclear Utility Group
on Station Blackout, I assumed very low rates of dependent failure. I ran cases for the
enumerated accident set ranging from 1-10% dependent failures in computing the
distribution of safety benefits. I carried those assumptions in specifying the design features
of the Alternate AC design concept.
But, let's put those assumptions in the proper context. The dependent failure rates were
assumed and never statistically validated. That rulemaking only considered a limited
number of external events and did so at a high level. No other failures were assumed. The
analyses only computed that portion of the risk curve that took a plant to hot shutdown.
If other external events are considered, or the binomial risk model was extended out further
in time, or a host of other considerations introduced, the dependent failure component can
rise very quickly.
Let's illustrate these dynamics using a simple example. Consider a stochastic process
characterized by white noise (unbiased, stable conditions). Assume that process represents
the occurrence of various combinations of events. Those combinations can be a collection
of particular failures in a complex network. Or, the process could result in an event set
associated with achieving some target state (e.g., achieving stable cold shutdown
conditions). The event set could simply be that the single failure criterion holds.
Under Ito's lemma, the uncertainty of achieving that end state (i.e., risk ) widens by factors of
the square root of delta time. Hence, the uncertainty or risk for a 32-hour accident event
rises by a factor of -2.82 (the square root of 8) over a 4-hour event. Again, that's under
white noise conditions With no change in failure rates over time. Under nonconvergent,
biased, or unstable processes, it can be much more.
Time is not a friend to accident mitigation, especially to design basis assumptions of
uncorrelated failures and system independence. The likelihood of maintaining design basis
conditions erodes with time at nonlinear rates. Thus, the ability to extend design basis
assumptions out to cold shutdown will likely be very challenging using design assumptions

alone.
The Fukushima correlated failure is an instance of the general class of accidents and
near-accidents involving correlated failures:
(1) one or more of the single point vulnerabilities for plants not designed to safety standards
or where the standards are inadequate to the risk tolerance,
(2) multiple trains for those that comply with safety standards but where those standards
are inadequate to the hazard.
We've seen this movie before. Consider how this played out in several accidents and
near-accidents:
(1) Browns Ferry fire - a fire impacting a single point vulnerability inthe cable spreading
room of a multi-unit plant that was allowed to burn for several hours threatening DHR
capability
(2) TMI-2 - a small break loss-of-coolant accident with core cooling lost to the correlated
failures imposed by operator decision to defeat core cooling and DHR operations
(3) Chernobyl - an uncontrolled low-power physics in which multiple reactor safety systems
were defeated by human intent
(4) Fukushima - single point vulnerabilities in onsite AC power and decay heat removal
capability that failed in the tsunami due to inadequate design leading to correlated failures in
DHR functions.
Single point vulnerabilities manifest themselves in various ways. They seem to pop up a lot
in boiling water reactors with the Mark I containment. TVA also seems to have its share of
problems.
For example, in 1980, the infamous Browns Ferry plant experienced a failure to scram due to
a design defect in its scram discharge volume. Had this occurred coincidental with an
operating event like an MSIV closure, it would have been an ATWS.
In the 1980 failure to scram, undetected water accumulated in the drain header preventing
the control rods from inserting into the reactor core. This water collected following the
previous scram due to a blockage in the scram discharge volume (SDV) vent or drain. The
accumulation went unnoticed because the water level instrumentation monitored a separate
tank that was improperly calibrated to the SDV.
Several single point vulnerabilities were evident in the design, most notably reliance on a
single drain header whose blockage defeated the scram function. Inspections at similar
plants revealed this design defect as well as others of comparable significance. (see Section
8, "Report on the Browns Ferry Partial Failure to Scram Event on June 28, 1980", US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, 30 July 1980; also Memorandum from AEOD to Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, 18 August 1980).
For PRA fans out there, the 1980 event was not modeled or otherwise captured in the

contemporary PRA models of ATWS events.
This is not the first time the single failure criterion question sa-shayed its way down a
near-term action plan catwalk.
After Three Mile Island, NRC reopened the single failure/DBA question under the label "Class
IX accidents". (see 45 FR 40101, "Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations Under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969", 6/1 3/1 980).
The promised rulemaking never happened. But, the verdict was already in as far as ACRS
was concerned (see "A Review of NRC Regulatory Processes and Functions", NUREG-0642,
(1980), pp. 5-6)
*

The single failure criterion "is more likely to be applicable only to very simple systems"
such as design of electric circuity for which it was originally devised

*

"For complex systems [such as nuclear safety systems] multiple failures may be
experienced subsequent to the initial failure and some other standard of acceptability is
needed"

Here's ACRS a year earlier concerning the same question (ACRS, "Comments on the NRC
Safety Research Program Budget", NUREG-0603, (1979), pp 1-2)
"[A]ttention must be devoted to the sequences and consequences that could result from
many different combinations of multiple mistakes or failures, two or three or five, or even six,
as necessary to determine the possible interactions and their consequences ..."
Like the present, the TMI accident's task force considered beyond design basis events.
Presumably, the NTTF is familiar with the last task force that traveled way. If they did, some
other concepts might seem familiar: "everything old is new again"
For example, the TMI action plan once anticipated a number of fixes recently resurrected by
NRC's Fukushima tasks force (see 45 FR 65475, "Advanced Notice of Proposed NRC
Rulemaking on Degraded Cores", 6/2/1980):
(1) Filtered vent systems - to relieve containment pressure through heat-absorbing filters
(2) Core ladles - to temporarily contain a molten reactor core
(3) Hydrogen control
(4) Expanded DHR capability
(5) Radwaste systems capable of handling post accident conditions.
Obviously, nothing came from that exercise.
We've seen so many of these movies so many times before.
So here we are again. Since that is the case, it's important to capture the stochastic nature
of such failure correlations, which would imply two issues be tested:

(1) the adequacy of design basis standards, especially where those standards are intended
to protect against circumstances that lead to correlated failures that can defeat DHR
functions, and
(2) the adequacy of plant-specific capabilities where those capabilities do not meet current
safety criteria (e.g., due to single point vulnerabilities or higher correlation failure potential
due to non-compliance with contemporary design basis standards).
NTTF Recommendation I Summary
NRC identified 3 potential improvement activities related to NTTF Recommendation 1:
(1) Establish a design extension category of events and associated regulatory requirements
(2) Establish Commission expectations for "defense-in-depth"
(3) Clarify the role of Industry Initiatives in the NRC Regulatory Process.
Improvement Activities 1 and 2 are interrelated and should be viewed within the syllogism of
risk tolerance specification and risk management processes.
These activities would also benefit from exploring the correlated failure issue, measuring the
relationship between as-built and as-designed, and instituting a policy to employ the "high
confidence limit" throughout all design processes.
Beyond design basis should also include eliminating grandfathering and requiring verbatim
compliance with all NRC safety standards in effect.
Industry initiatives are treated separately in these comments.
N'TTF Recommendation 1 Comment: Specify Risk Tolerance instead of refining
Defense-in-Depth
Specifying a design concept for defense-in-depth is neither practical or necessary
Fukushima's dependent and correlated failures highlight the limit of NRC safety standards
when single point vulnerabilities are not truly conservative (e.g., not designed to the high
confidence limit).
For this reason, it's fair for the NTTF to resurrect the TMI Action Plan and put the meaning of
"defense-in-depth" on the table, though perhaps not as a near-term issue. A more focused
effort targeting plants with risk factors shared by Fukushima might be more appropriate.
Since NRC considers this to be a near-term recommendation, it might take a step back from
trying to structure a design process. Instead, NRC might first focus on treating correlated
failures as a stochastic process and consider how safety standards deal with (or fail to deal
with) that process. For example, under ideal conditions, functional reliability will degrade
(risk increases) nonlinearly over time. Understanding those mathematcial realities is
important
Reducing "defense-in-depth" to a simple set of design rules is not practical nor is it even
achievable. Those rules would have to deal with Ito-like volatility spread over time. It would

require extraordinary knowledge and insight into plant configurations to come with a
sufficiently encompassing implementation of a design concept.
Such an exercise would also reinforce NRC's role of "Chief Designer" rather than safety
regulator, NRC would continue to own the solution as a legacy of its early history as nuclear
advocate. Nuclear safety would be implied by the design standard, not the other way around.
Such an exercise would require herculean effort. The Commission would need to collect and
categorize to extraordinary detail the following classes of information:
(1) the extent to which as-built complies with as-designed (a formidable task likely handled
through statistical sampling),
(2) the degree to which as-designed satisfies its own safety requirements (an "SEP IV"?),
and
(3) the prospect for single point vulnerabilities and correlated failures (dependent failure
study).
As a practical matter, industry implementation would devolve into individual reviewers
making individual decisions lacking in consistency.
Recall the regulatory history. From the GDC, we went to BTPs, Reg Guides, and SRPs. The
last time this path was chosen, ten years went by trying to distill concept to practice.
Industry never got it right either. Some got provisional operating licenses and screamed
"backfit" when pressured. Others put the "penalty kill" line on the ice, and ran the clock. Still
others found reasonable exceptions for which the design rule was less than clear or simply
made no sense.
In the case of Regulatory Guide 1.75, for example, the Commission ultimately gave up and
enacted 10 CFTR 50.48 and 10 CFR 50 Appendix R.
And, the nuclear industy also had enough, and went the "industry initiative" route to get the
Commission to back off the backfits.
Defense-in-depth needs to be considered in measurable terms within the context of risk
tolerance
The question of defense-in-depth adequacy cannot be considered in a vacuum. To be
practical, it must be measured within the context of the Commission's mandate to protect
the public health and safety. Otherwise, the design standard will implicitly define the risk
tolerance standard for the Commission.
Thus, to consider the importance of defense-in-depth, the Commission must define its risk
tolerance to be applied to operating nuclear power reactors. This specification must be
defined in terms of risk to the public health and safety - not reference an intermediate
standard (core damage frequency) or something non-specific. Such specification is best
captured in a loss distribution and through the methods of risk management as practiced in
a spectrum of industries.
The significance of "defense-in-depth" depends on site-specific risk relative to NRC's risk

tolerance
Risk tolerance should be stated without regard to estimates of costs, benefits or resource
constraints. Such considerations depend on the set of alternatives a licensee might
contemplate as part of her compliance program.
NRC's role is not to define how to achieve its risk tolerance goals, nor should it select from a
finite list of designs proffered by a licensee. Risk tolerance is an immutable standard,
however defined. It may be nonlinear. It will have considerations important to mortality,
morbidity, and economic consequences. It will likely be sigmoidal with greater aversion to
larger losses.
Compliance is an industry matter to fulfill within their means and technological capabilities.
Cost is not a consideration. Were it to be a consideration, a moral hazard dynamic would be
introduced. A perverse incentive structure would implicitily motivate licensees to accept
higher risk beyond a certain point.
But, if licensees are held accountable for public health and safety, it may turn out the
Commission's risk tolerance requirements cannot be achieved by some reactors or
companies. Or, the cost of achievement is too high and the licensee decides not to run the
plant. This happened in the past at some plants (e.g., Indian Point 1) when NRC determined
the loss distribution from accidents at plants without an ECCS was intolerable. For those
plants, backfitting ECCS was too costly to justify continued operation. No backfit analysis
was performed nor were averted man-rem computed because such analyses were
unnecessary. 10 CFR 50.46 was enacted on its merits without regard to financial impacts.
But that's a business decision and not a matter for the Commission. Some plants shutdown
because the cost of replacing steam generators or building a cooling tower is too great in
today's wholesale power market.
The Commission should define its risk tolerance standard, allow for a statistical analysis of
correlated failure risk on a plant specific basis to dictate what might be needed and let
individual licensees decide how best to satisfy NRC requirements on an individual basis.
Defense-in-depth is a meaningful concept to the extent it can be measured or estimated
Since understanding "defense-in-depth" is important, the question would be better framed in
the following way:
(1) the risk as a hazard (eg., a tsunami) that might exceed design requirements for a single
point vulnerability, and
(2) the likelihood of correlated failures defeating the redundancy and independence of safety
systems.
The question NRC might ask of its licensees is to estimate each likelihood to a high
confidence limit (e.g., 95% or 99% confidence). Compliance monitoring would amount to
statistically testing those estimates using sample theory.
Unless risk is measurable (not inferred), the review process will be endless meetings

discussing "credit" for unmeasurable and ineffable things. Such is the problem with the
current concept.
A simpler approach to "defense-in-depth"
If the Commission insists on reducing defense-in-depth to a design practice without a
statement of risk tolerance of measure of plant-specific loss distribution, we can short
circuit the process.
NRC might require the potential for correlated failures impacting redundant safety systems
be shown on a statistical basis to be less than 2% to 99% confidence.
Under this kind of requirement, licensees must be able to statistically demonstrate this level
of dependent failures between redundant systems in order to satisfy current NRC
requirements for independence. Ifthey can't, licensees would not be able to assume a single
failure in one system would not adversely impact the redundant system.
This approach can be extended in other ways. With respect to exposure to external events,
the Commission might abandon the maximum probable earthquake concept, for example,
and go to defining the "upper confidence limit" frequency estimate for earthquakes of a
severity capable of triggering correlated failures. In other words, extend the "high confidence
limit" concept used in 10 CFR 50.46 to all instances where uncertainties impact design
assumptions.
Obviously, this concept should be refined but the thrust should be to impose conservatism
in design while being receptive to licensee analysis demonstrating functional equivalence in
a manner that can be measured.
Improvement Activity I Comment: Establish a Design Extension Category of Events and
Associated Regulatory Requirements
However the Commission deals with the three Activities, certain elements should assume a
prominent role in addressing Design Extension concerns:
(1) require all licensees to comply with contemporary safety requirements without regard to
past SERs
(3) employ statistical sampling in inspection programs to assess alignment of as-built to
as-designed specifications
(3) reexamine the issues considered under USI A-45 (Decay Heat Removal) with a special
focus on sites sharing Fukushima risk factors: SEP plants, multi-unit sites, small
containments, and plants suspected of having single point vulnerabilities or otherwise
suspectible to correlated failures.
(4) define the Design Extension Category to employ high confidence limits for external event
frequency and severity, and internal event frequency and failure rates
(5) notwithstanding the use of high confidence estimates, assume a minimal 2% dependent
failure rate for systems considered to be "independent"

(6) prioritize according to loss distribution effects relate to the protection of the public health
and safety (mortality and morbidity) and economic consequences (third party damages)
Improvement Activity 2 Comment: Establish Commission Expectations for
Defense-in-Depth
The Staff's suggestions under Activity 2 are unlikely to be practical or achieve measurable
benefits.
As has previously been discussed, the issue can be distilled to three kinds of scenarions:
(1) cascading failures arising from single point vulnerabilities that may or may not be known
(2) the prospect of serially correlated failures (systemic risk or dependent failures)
(3) defects in design or construction.
None of these issues can be handled through a PRA without resorting to speculation. They
can be handled through enhanced statistical methods and more effectively displace
probabilistic approaches in the regulations.
The existence of single point vulnerabilities and as-built defects can be reliably measured
using statistical sampling techniques employing high confidence limit estimates of
triggering events. Serially correlated failures can also be measured using similar
techniques.
Such sampling methods are commonly used in other fields where complex networks and
system vulnerabilities need to be assessed or monitored. Network reliability, resistance to
failure, and robust performance are more amenable to statistical tests and sampling for
compliance and vulnerabilities than yet-another layer of ponderous design specification.
Some might argue PRAs serve this role. However, PRAs are not tested for accuracy or
reliability. Nor do they routinely operate or present results at the high confidence limit. It is
at the "high confidence limit" where the design basis ends and design basis extensions
begin.
Also, PRAs are inferential engines that merely model the "as-designed" plant for an
enumerated set of circumstances that may or may not be sufficitnyl encompassing. Without
sampling the as-built, or detailed models of the correlated failures, their inferences are likely
to be biased towards lower core damage frequency estimates and prone to false negative
errors.
A more effective modeling methods would be "top-down" in contrast to the "bottom-up"
view provided by a PRA. A top-down model is more capable of handling the state-transition
dynamics associated with correlated failures without requiring the inordinate detail of a
PRA. Such top-down models are commonly used in risk management applications where
the degrees of freedom can get large and when confronted with sparse data conditions
relevant to the problem of rare events.
Improvement Activity 3 Comment: Clarify the Role of Industry Initiatives in the NRC

Regulatory Process
Do industry initiatives reliably deliver safety benefits?
It has never been obvious why industry intitatives should not have the force of rule. Nor is it
obvious why such initiatives do not see as much daylight as those associated with notice
and comment rulemaking.
Industry often explains that its initiatives deliver safety benefits with less overhead for
Commission or licensees. That claim may or may not be accurate. It has yet to be
demonstrated.
But even if measurable risk benefits can be delivered, how sustainable are those benefits?
Do industry initatives get tracked and managed within design and operational management
systems? Do compliance teams onsite keep tabs on "compliance with industry initatives"?
Do they receive priorities for resources?
Or, are they merely one-time things?
If NRC is to manage nuclear risk, a remedy must be effective and reliable. The effiicacy must
be measurable.
Unless industry can regularly demonstrate in a measurable way that the remedy's reliability
can be achieved outside of rulemaking, it would seem such initiatives might be treated as a
rule proposed by the industry. Rulemaking opens the dialog to parties who may be
card-carrying memerbs of the "nuclear village". When enacted, rules trigger compliance and
enforcement considerations - forces important to ensuring reliability and priority.
The key problem in Activity 3 and others is how to measure efficacy and reliability of a safety
feature. A related problem is how to accurately and reliably assess risk so as to
conservatively measure the benefits in a repeatable way.
Until such measures are in place that the Commission may invest confidence, the question
remains open concerning the efficacy and reliability of industry initiatives that are not
subjected to the rulemaking process.
Are industry initatives accessible to the public?
Since the public pays the bills and bears the risk, public access should be an essential
component to any industry initiative, regardless of safety benefits. This is especially true if
NRC is relying on industry intiatives in lieu of rulemaking to address a matter important to
safety.
In an ideal world, NRC would treat all industry initiatives important to safety to be an industry
proposal for rulemaking. In that ideal world, the benefits and downsides to the industry's
initiative would be in the daylight and open to public discussion. The discussion would not
be in a small room in White Flint perhaps attended by the trade press or otherwise available
through PDR search after the fact.
If, indeed, industry initiatives are effective, reliable, and more efficient than rulemaking, their
considerations and results should be available for comment and critique by industry (not

simply the steering committee's agents), and the public which may have its own questions.
Industry initiatives should be fully subject to a FOIA because such vehicles would fully reveal
the data and calculations NRC or its consultants might use in a rulemaking. I have first-hand
experience where a FOIA delivered a calculation used by NRC to specify a safety standard
contained material calculational errors. FOIAs serves the interests of safety.
Industry intitiatives and their data and analyses should be treated no differently than a report
provided to NRC Research if it reflects on the accuracy and reliability of the safety benefits
from an industry initiative.
Documents and analyses submitted by the industry and its agents (e.g., NEI, INPO, an NSSS
vendor, and EPRI) should be published with no less prominence or completeness than what
NRC publishes on its website regarding its own documents, such as NTTF Recommendation

1.

Absent such public access to all available, industry initiatives become "backdoors" into the
Commission which creates other problems for NRC.
First, such channels distort single licensee communications. Simply because some may
outsource their safety dialog to the "nuclear safety trust" served by several vendors doesn't
necessarily mean all licensees are truly on-board with the proposals their vendors bring
through the backdoor. To be clear, the term vendors apply to all entities speaking for the
"industry" in some way. NSSS vendors, NEI, INPO, EPRI are all businesses (for-profit or
non-profit) serving their own interests as well as the "industry" for which they claim to
speak, When a deal is done, everyone is forced to get on-board. Nobody wants to be an
outlier when dealing with a regulator. Individual licensees often weigh voicing their own
concerns against the very real fear of getting "drummed out of the nuclear village" for doing
so.
The Commission should be mindful of some of the dynamics of the nuclear village. It's
difficult for a single licensee to challenge an industry steering committee intent on
influencing NRC rulemaking in a particular way. Stepping "off-script" can quickly trigger a
flurry of phone calls around the food chain to "get with the program". Such is the American
version of the nuclear village.
The second problem is such discussions are ex parte. No doubt the Commission's legal
staff is comfortable the Commission adheres to legal requirements for such dialog. But, ex
parte has a virulent aspect, no matter how effective the legal innoculation. Ex parte smells
bad. After awhile, the parties to ex parte assume an aroma. The backdoor's existence
suggested regulatory capture regardless the legality.
Whatever benefit might be promised (which has yet to ever be conclusively demonstrated in
a measurable and conservative way), these ex parte communications undermine the
Commission's credibility and reinforce the notion of regulatory capture commonly shared by
those outside the "nuclear village".
The Commission's mission is to protect the public health and safety. To fulfill that mission,
it must ensure that a point of view is more or less valuable on its own merits, rather than

who might be speaking: a licensee, "the industry", an intervenor group, or an individual. It
must ensure the public has confidence its regulator sees its mission clearly.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on NTTF Recommendation 1.

